An essentially similar (but simplified, since 1.1 is obvious) version of our proof would also apply to PL maps between PL manifolds, so our main theorem applies in the PL category as well. The theorem will be used elsewhere [2] to show that Cohen's notion of transverse cellularity [1] may be applied in the smooth category as well.
Let N be a smooth ^-manifold imbedded in some high-dimensional Euclidean space R (The use of R N is solely to avoid a special discussion of dN.) If X is a combinatorial manifold and h is a homeomorphism, then h is called a smooth triangulation of N. Combinatorial triangulations of smooth manifolds always exist (see e.g., [4] ).
If f:M-*N is a smooth map of manifolds, a smoothly imbedded complex h: X-+N is said to be transverse to / over a closed fc-simplex σ in X if the composition p 2 gf: M -> R N~k has no critical points near f~\h(σ)).
In particular, f~\h{σ)) is a smooth submanifold of M. The definition is independent of the choice of U, g, or the imbedding of N in R N . Our goal is the proof of THEOREM 0. In particular, if f:M~^N is any smooth map between closed smooth manifolds, then N has a smooth triangulation transverse to /, and so / may be regarded as a strata preserving map of smooth stratified spaces in which each stratum of the range is a disjoint union of copies of R n . Our result is in fact somewhat stronger: if σ is a closed simplex, f^h^σ) will be a topological manifold with smooth interior and boundary f^hidσ) (see Remark 1.2) .
Some notation.
Let r: 
commutes. 
fc is contained in k -j faces τ h , , r <Jf c __ 5 ., ΐz < ίι +1 . Define the map q iχ from a neighborhood of τ ίz to R by g ίz = pjι~}-and on a neighborhood U σ of er define g σ : U σ -> JR*"~y by (g α )j = g ίr Observe:
(1) Since / is transverse to dΔ k we may choose U σ so small
hj>*-i) where p t : R k~j -^ R is projection on the ith factor.
(3) If σaσ', then q σ >\U σ is just g σ followed by a projection.
Claim. There is a smooth vector field v on F near f~\dΔ k ) such that for every ^-simplex σ of 3J /c , and ?/ sufficiently close to
Γ\σ), d{qj){v{y)) = d(q σ )(w(f(y))).

Proof of claim.
Use induction over simplices. Suppose v has been defined near f~\(j -l)-skeleton), 0 ^ j <> k -1. Let a be a i-simplex. Then, by (2) and (3) 
Let μ: R-> [ -1, 1] be a smooth map such that μ(x) = -α?/| α? | for |α| Ξ> 7/2, μ(x) = -x for cc near 0, and μ( -7/2, 7/2) ~> ( -1, 1) 
f)(v'(y)) = dq a (w'{f{y))) = u σ (qj(y)).
Choose ε>0 so small that any point s in p~\ε) satisfies q τ (s)> -7/2 for some face τ of dA k . Then for σ = σ(s),
since μ(q σi ) > 0 in i fc , μ\q σ ) ^ 0 and for at least one term (where (c o (l, ί)) ). then * σ holds wherever p σ = ^o σ ,, i.e., except well within U σ . Indeed, q σ is just q σ > composed with a projection p. Let M = p~\M') , where M f is the manifold of condition *,,. Since we assume p a , = 1 o σ , dp(u σ ) = w ff , so u σ is transverse to iίf.
(c) If σ = σ(/c(ϊ, 0)), then * σ holds for ({, 0). Indeed, take M to be Pk-j(s)', we showed above that u σ is transverse to M and defined L so that it coincides with (q σ f)~\M) near c(i, 0).
(d) Since the trajectories of u σ never increase their distance from 0 6 R k~j it follows that if σ = σ(fc Q (l, t 0 )), then σ (fc o (l, t) ) c <7 for all t^>t 0 .
Combining a -d, it follows that condition * σ holds for any (7, £) when <τ = σ(fc Q (l f ί) 
Proof. Sinoe h t will be fixed outside a compactum, we may assume δ is constant.
Let ε, L, c, c, a be as in 1. 
